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Abstract 

Meaningful units and words in a language constitute the expression power of this language. Words are morphemes or cluster of 
morphemes having meaning or function and they can be used on their own. Words are meaningful or functional linguistics units. 
Besides the words which are meaningful on their own, there are words which are not meaningful on their own yet gain some 
specific meanings when combined with other words. In terms of structure, words are morphemes or clusters of morphemes. 
When words are examined in terms of their structure, it is seen that meaningful phonemic values match. In the semantic analyses 
carried out on poems and texts, when the characteristics of phonemes and their values are examined, it has been observed that  the 
semantics-phonetics connection of the words is meaningful. Hence, in linguistic and literary analyses, it seems to be necessary to 
analyze the texts in terms of their phonetic characteristics and values. These analyses are of great importance to reveal phonetics-
semantics relations of the words of a language.  
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Language which is a natural tool making it possible for humans to communicate is a living organism developing in 
line with its own specific rules and a social structure formed by sounds. Language is a multi-dimensional and 
developed system making use of phonetically and semantically common elements and rules of a society. It is used to 
convey one’s thoughts, feelings and wishes to others (Aksan, 2003, p.55). Being a natural tool of communication 
among people, language is a wonderful structure maintaining its existence and development within its own specific 
rules (Ergin, 2002, p.13). This structure consisting of sounds includes many semantic richnesses for each society. 
For these richnesses to come into being, there is a need to examine phonetic structures. For the development of a 
language, phonetics-semantics relationships are of great importance.  In 19th century, Germany was the pioneering 
country in phonetics studies with 40% of total research in the field. Germany was followed by French with 30% of 
the total research and then by England with 15%, America with 3.3%, Austria with 3.3%, Holland with 2.8%, 
Denmark with 2%, and Italy and Belgium with 0.8%. Today, German Linguists are taking the lead in phonetics 
research (Coşkun, 2008, p.25).  
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2. Phonetics-Semantics Relationships in Poetry 

The most effective means of expressing feelings, thoughts and dreams is poetry. Poems are the reflections of life 
and they deal with various feelings in an effective and smooth way. Poetry is a magical world embracing the feeling 
and dreams of people in a different way from prose. Hence, it may have great contributions to the development of 
people in terms of emotions, values and vocabulary. Particularly, lyric poems should be introduced to pupils in 

Erkan, 2010). 
The stages of phonetic examination of poems having great contributions to emotional and linguistic development 

of people are as follows: consonants of words are detected, and the types of these consonants are determined. 
Depending on the number and type of consonants found in a word, each phoneme is given a score according to 

word is calculated and then mean score for the words in a line is found. By summing the mean scores of the lines, 
mean score for each verse is found and finally by adding the mean scores of the verses, mean score for the whole 
poem is calculated. All vowels are fluent. Hence, it is important to evaluate consonants in the analysis of a poem  

and scores of consonants is given below.  
 

 
 
Type of 
consonant 

                    The Number of The Sounds in The Word 
                 1       2        3        4       5         6           7         8         9         10  
                                           Points 

Fluent               lmnry      100     50      33.3      25      20      16.7       14.3       12.5      11.1       10 
Stressed fricative    jvz          70      35     23.3      17.5    14       11.7      10           8.8       7.8        7  
Stressed plosive     bcdg        60      30      20       15      12       10         8.6         7.5        6.7       6 

 
     1.7         1.4         1.3        1.1       1 

 

1.1. Phonetics-Semantics Relations in Some Words  

    The raw material of a language is words. Words have power to express many things for those understanding them 
and thinking about the meanings embodied by them. They open the gate to magical worlds. The relationship 
between the writer and words is like the relationship between gold and goldsmith. Each word finds its viscosity in 
the hands of the writer. The writer establishes friendship with words and shares the secrets of his/her heart and this 
gives a spirit to the words. In the universe of language, each word gains special meaning in the hands of the writer. 
For a writer to have his/her own style, he/she needs to make explorations in this universe of meanings (
2005: 44). A word is a linguistic unit having a phonetic value and consisting of one or more closely integrated 
morphemes. Placing words properly in a sentence or line is of great importance to convey the meaning as desired. 

257-
evening, yet you do not know where they come from. They are sometimes noisy and sometimes silent. They are like 
flowers in different colors. They 
words; tell them to dance in the limitless garden of your dreams. Words are like a beautiful woman sleeping in the 
forest; poet is a prince coming from far away. You will love words so much that they will suffice you. Words are my 
shadow in the water; I can not stroke and kiss them. They are like bridges stretching from age to age. Words are a 

hich give meaning to 
our longings, beloved ones, hatreds, what we see, hear and feel. A handful words separate continents from each 

re the consonants of a few words in several languages according to word scoring table. For instance, words 
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of Mother and Father. In Turkish language, score for anne is 100 and 60 for baba; in English, score for mother is 
56.3 and 35.1 for mother; in French
Hungarian, anya 100, apa 10; in Croatian, majka 59.9, otac 35; in Persian, mader 86.6, peder 56.6; in Flemish, 
moeder 86.6, vader 83.3; in Spain, madre 86.6, padre 56.6; in Por
15; in Norwegian, ann 100, far 57.5. According to word scoring table, in all language, the word mother has a higher 
score than father. The value and holiness attached to mother in all societies are apparent. 

Tr.              an  ne                ba ba 
                 50  50  (100)         30 30  (60)                                  

Eng.      mot   her                fat      her 
         25 2.5 3.8 25 (56.3)      3.8 2.5   3.8 25 (35.1) 

Fr.         la   me   re             p re 
            33.3 33.3 33.3 (100) 5   50  (55) 

Ger.   mut       ter                 Va       ter 
        25 2.5 2.5 25 (55)       30     3.3 33.3 (66.6)  
         ma         ma               pa        pa    
         50          50  (100)      5           5    (10)    

Hung.     an  ya                      apa 
               50 50 (100)             10 (10) 

Croat.       maj      ka              o tac        
           33.3 23.3 3.3 (59.9)     5  30  (35) 

Pers.    ma  der                    pe   der 
            33.3 20 33.3 (86.6)  3.3  20 33.3 (56.6) 

Flem.     moe  der                   va   der 
           33.3  20 33.3 (86.6)  30  20 33.3 (83.3) 

Sp.      mad    re                    pad  re 
           33.3 20 33.3 (86.6)     3.3 20 33.3 (56.6) 

Por.         m pai 
                100 (100)                10  (10)                   

Est.           ema                        isa 
                  100 (100)               15  (15) 

Nor.         ann                         far 
                 50 50 (100)           7.5 50  (57.5) 

 
Word samples scoring table for different languages  

2. Tables 

2.1.Phonetics-  

First verse of the poem: 

My luve is like a red, red rose, 
 

My luve is like the melodie, 
  

      
Table 1. Scoring table for the first verse of the poem 

             
 M y      l   v     s     l  k     r   d     r  d     r  s 
50 50  50 45  15   50 5   50 30  50 30 50 7.5 
 100       95    15    55       80   80  57.5                                                    482.5/7=68.92 
   t   h  t     s     n  w   l   y     s p  r   n   g     n     j   n 
3.3  5 3.3 15  20 36 20 20  3 2 20 20 12  100  35 50 
    11.6     15         96               57     100    85                                           346.6/6=60.76 
 m  y     l   v    s   l   k    t  h     m    l       d 
50 50  50 45 15 50 5   5 7.5 33.3 33.3  20 
  100     95    15   55  12.5     86.6                                                            364.1/6=60.68 
   t  h  t       s       s    w   t      l      y         p    l    y   d     n      t   n  
3.3 5 3.3   15    2.5  30 1.7 16.7 16.7     2.5 25 25 15  100   5  50 
   11.6       15              67.6                           67.5         100     55             316.7/6=52.78 
                                                                                  General average: 243.14/4=60.78 
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 Robert Burns are expresses his impassioned emotions in love poem; A Red Red Rose. The poet resembles his 
love affair to a blossoming red rose in June and a sweet melody. The high scores for the consonants in the words my 
love and red are remarkable. As the vowels are fluent, they are not included in the evaluation. The poet owning his 
love by telling my love resembles his love to a red rose in this way he modifies his love with the color red and these 
words taking higher scores than the other words in the line is remarkable. The poet owning his love by telling my 
love resembles his love to a red rose in this way he modifies his love with the color red and these words taking 
higher scores than the other words in the line is remarkable. 
 

Table 1.1. Consonant distribution of the first verse of the poem 
 
 

 
Couplets  

The rate of 
fluent 
consonants 

The rate of V 
fluent 
consonants  

The rate of 
stressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of 
stressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The rate of 
unstressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of 
unstressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The first  50 % 7.14 % 0 % 14.28 % 21.42 % 7.14 % 

The second  41.17 % 17.64 % 5.88 % 5.88 % 17.64 % 11.76 % 

The third  46.15 % 7.69 % 0 % 7.69 % 23 % 15.38 % 

The fourth  35.29 % 11.76 % 0 % 5.88 % 17.64 % 23.52 % 

 
 

It is seen that the mean score for the first line of the first verse is 68.92 and the rate of fluent consonants is 50%. 
In the second line, the mean score is 60.76, and the rate of fluent consonants is 41.17%; in the third line, the mean 
score is 60.68 and the rate of fluent consonants is 46.15%; in the fourth line, the mean score is 52.78 and the rate of 
consonants is 35.29%. It is seen that the rate of fluent consonants is higher in lines for which the mean score is 
higher. Fluent consonants have always t
emotionally powerful works of art, they need to have higher rate of fluent consonants. In the first line, where the rate 
of fluent consonants is high, it is seen that the rate of stressed plosive consonants is 14.28%, the rate of unstressed 
fricative consonants is 21.42%, and the rate of unstressed plosive consonants is 7.14%. When we add the rate of 
stressed plosive consonants to the rate of unstressed plosive consonants, we find the value 21.42% and this is equal 
to the rate of unstressed fricative consonants. The high rate of stressed consonants is of great importance to convey 
the excitement. Fricative consonants are also important to make the reader feel the emotions of the poet. In the 
second line, the rate of fluent consonants is 41.17%. The rate of V fluent consonants is 17.64%, the total rate of 
these two types of consonants is 58.81%. This is an important indicator of the lyricism of a poem. The total rate of 
stressed fricative and stressed plosive consonants is equal to the rate of unstressed plosive consonants. The high rate 
of stressed consonants improves lyricism in a poem. It is apparent that plosive consonants are the sources of 
excitement. In the third line, the total rate of v fluent and stressed plosive consonants is 61.53%, and the total rate of 
unstressed fricative and unstressed plosive consonants is 38.38%. Higher rate of fluent and stressed consonants than 
unstressed consonants is an indication of lyricism. In the fourth line, the total rate of v fluent and stressed plosive 
consonants is 52.93% which is higher than the rate of the unstressed. But in this line, the rate of unstressed 
consonants is higher than those in the other lines and mean score of the line is 52.78% which is lower than those of 
the other lines.  
 
Second Verse of the Poem: 
  
As fair art thou, my bonie lass, 
So deep in luve am I; 
And I will luve thee still, my dear, 
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Table 2. Scores table for the second verse of the poem 

 
    

s     f   r       r  t    t   h    m y     b  n      l    s  s  
15  7.5 50  50 5  5 7.5  50 50  30 50  33.3 5 5 
15     57.5    55    12.5    100        80       43. 3                                             363.3/7=51.9 
s    d  p     n     l   v      m 
15  30 5   100  50 45  100 
15    35    100    95      100                                                                                 345/5=69 
 n  d    w   l   l     l   v     t  h      s    t    l   l       m  y      d   r 
50 30  45 25 25 50 45   5 7.5  3.8 2.5 25 25  50 50   30 50 
   80         95         95       12.5      56.3               100        80                      518.8/7=74.11 
t      l     l           t  h      s   s      g    n    g     d    r      y 
3.3 33.3 33.3   5 7.5  7.5  7.5  20 33.3 20  20 33.3 33.3 
       69.9           12.5      15             73.3           86.6                                  257.3/5=51.46 
                                                                                   General average:246.47/4=61.61 

 
    The scores taken by My bonie, in luve, am I, my dear, gang, dry comply with their meaning values. These words 

nd, 
still, till strengthen the continuity and sincerity of the love experienced by the poet and the scores taken by these 
words reflect this well. In the phrase I will luve, will expresses future and this indicates that the poet will love 
forever and in this regard, the score of this word is meaningful.  
 

 Table 2.1. Consonant distribution of the second verse  
 
 

 
Couplets  

The rate of 
fluent 
consonants 

Rate of V  
fluent 
consonants  

The rate of 
stressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of 
stressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The rate of 
unstressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of 
unstressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The first  42.85 % 0 % 0 % 7.14 % 35.71 % 14.28 % 
The second  42.85 % 14.28 % 0 % 14.28 % 14.28 % 14.28 % 
The third  50 % 16.66 % 0 % 11.11 % 11.11 % 11.11 % 
The fourth  38.46 % 0 % 0 % 23.07 % 23.07 % 15.38 % 

 
 
      The rate of the fluent consonants in the first line of the second verse is 42.85%, the rate of stressed plosive 
consonants is 7.14%, and the total rate of both is 49.99%. In this line, the rate of unstressed consonants is higher and 
parallel to this, mean score of this line is 51.69% which is lower than the other lines. The reason why sound values 
of the words in this line are low is the lack of v fluent and stressed fricative consonants. In the second line, the rate 
of fluent consonants is 42.85% and the rate of v fluent consonants is 14.28%, and the rate of stressed plosive 
consonants is 14.8%. Total rate of these consonants is 71.41%. The mean score of the line is 69, which complies 
with the total rate. That is, when the rate of fluent and stressed consonants is high, the mean score of the line 
becomes high. The rate of fluent consonants in the third line is 50%, the rate of v fluent consonants is 16.66% and 
the rate of stressed plosive consonants is 11.11%. The total rate of these consonants is 77.77%. The total rate of 
unstressed consonants in this line is 22.22%. The total rate of fluent and stressed consonants is 77.77% in this line 
and parallel to this rate, mean score of the line is 74.11. In the whole verse, this line has the highest rate of fluent and 
stressed consonants and moreover, it has the highest mean score and this is not a coincidence. In the fourth line, the 
rate of fluent consonants drops to 38.46%. The rate of stressed plosive is 23.07%. The total rate of these two types 
of consonants is 61.53%. The rate of unstressed consonants in this line is 38.45%. The mean score of this line drops 
to 51.46%. Here, with the increasing rate of unstressed consonants, mean score of the line drops and this is not a 
coincidence.  
 
The third verse of the poem: 
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And I will luve thee still, my dear, 

       
 

 Table 3. Scores for the third verse of the poem   
 
    

t     l      l          t  h      s    s       g  n      g    d     r     y      m y    d   r 
3.3 33.3 33.3  5 7.5   7.5 7.5  20 33.3 20  20 33.3 33.3  50 50   30 50 
      69.9           12.5       15            73.3           86.6             100      80       437.3/6=72.88 
n  d     t  h      r   c    k   s      m     l       t     w    t h       s   n 
50 30  5 7.5  25 15 2.5 3.8  33.3 33.3 3.3  90   5 7.5  7.5 50 
   80     12.5         46.3                   69.9         90   12.5     57.5                  368.7/7=52.67 
n  d      w   l   l      l   v    t  h     s    t       l   l     m  y    d   r 
50 30   45 25 25  50 45  5 7.5  3.8  2.5 25 25  50 50   30 50 
   80         95          95      12.5            56.3            100      80                     518.8/7=74.11           
w   h   l     t   h      s   n   d   s        l   f        s    h   l   l       r   n 
45 3.8 25  5 7.5   3.8  25 15 3.8  50 7.5   3.8 3.8 25 25  50 50 
      73.8     12.5          47.6            57.5            57.6             100                   349/6=58.16 
                                                                                   General average:257.82/4=64.45 

 
The phrase My dear has the scores of 100 and 80 and the words dry, gang, and till have scores higher than 70, which 
indicates that with the increasing scores, the excitement and lyricism expressed in the poem also increase. Here the 
word and emphasizes the continuity and draws the emphasis on itself. The word rock represents hardness and it is 
impossible for sun to melt this hard subject, all these indicate the eternity of the love. As sun can never melt the 
rock, the love of the poet will never cease. In this respect, the scores of the words concur with their meanings. In the 
third line, except for the words the and still, all the words have high scores. When the whole meaning of the line is 
considered, it is seen that there is compliance between the score and meaning. In the last line of the verse, it is seen 
that the word run has the score 100. This shows that the excitement of the poet made a peak and lyricism in the 
poem increased.  
 
   Table 3.1. Consonants distribution in the third verse of the poem  
 
 

 
Couplets  

The rate of 
fluent 
consonants 

The rate of V 
fluent 
consonants   

The rate of 
stressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of 
stressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The rate of 
unstressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of 
unstressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The first  47.05 % 0 % 0 % 23.52 % 17.64 % 11.76 % 
The second  29.41 % 11.76 % 0 % 11.76 % 23.52 % 23.52 % 
The third  50 % 16.66 % 0 % 11.11 % 11.11 % 11.11 % 
The fourth  43.75 % 12.5 % 0 % 6.25 % 31.25 % 6.25 % 

 
 
     The total rate of fluent consonants and stressed fricative consonants in the first line is 70.57%. Here, this total 
rate is getting closer to 100 and parallel to this, the mean score of the line is 72.88% which is close to 100. In the 
second line, the rate of fluent consonants is 29.41% and the rate of v fluent consonants is 11.76%, and the rate of 
stressed plosive consonants is 11.76%. Sum of these rates is 52.93%. That is, the rate of fluent and stressed 
consonants is lower than it is in the first line. This drop finds a reflection in the mean score of the line which is 
52.67. The rate of fluent consonants in the third line is 50%, the rate of v fluent consonants is 16.66%, and the rate 
of stressed plosive consonants is 11.11%. The total rate of these three types of consonants is 77.77% and the mean 
score of the line is 74.11, close to the total rate. The total rate of unstressed consonants is 22.22%. The rate of fluent 
consonants in the fourth line is 43.75%, the rate of v fluent consonants is 12.5%, and the rate of stressed plosive 
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consonants is 6.25%. The total rate of these three types of consonants is 62.5%. The mean score of the line is 58.16, 
close to the total rate. This closeness is not a coincidence. This can only be explained by the linguistic knowledge 
and capacities of the poet.  
 
Fourth verse of the poem: 
 
And fare thee weel, my only luve! 
And fare thee weel a while! 
And I will come again, my luve, 

        
                
     Table 4. Scores for the fourth verse of the poem   
 
 

n  d     f    r      t   h       w    l      m  y     n     l       y          l   v 
50 30  7.5 50  5  7.5   60 33.3  50 50   33.3 33.3 33.3    50 45 
   80      57.5    12.5         93.3     100           100                95                     538.3/7=76.9 
n  d      f    r     t  h       w    l         w  h   l 
50 30  7.5 50  5 7.5    60 33.3    45 3.8 25 
   80      57.5    12.5       93.3           73.8                                                    317.1/5=63.42 
n  d     w   l   l      c  m     g  n      m  y    l   v 
50 30  45 25 25  30 50   30 50   50 50  50 45 
   80         95           80       80        100      95                                               530/6=88.33 
t  h         t      w  r      t  n     t  h  s  n   d     m  l 
5  7.5   10   60 33.3  5 50   3 2  3 20 12   50 50 
 12.5     10     93.3      55               40          100                                         310.8/6=51.82 
                                                                                   General average:280.45/4=70.11 
                                                           General Average of the Poem: 256.95/4=64.23 

 
 
     In the first line, the scores taken by the words my and only are remarkable. The word only has 100 and the words 
my and luve have 100 and 95, respectively. The score 100 taken by the word only shows that the poet wants to put 
the emphasis on the fact that she is his only love and this helps to enhance the lyricism of the poem. Words scores of 
the other words in the first line are relatively lower because for a lover it is never something desirable to leave the 
lover. In the second line, this is apparent from the phrase fare thee weel a while. A while phrase takes a high point. In 
third line, the sentence I will come again, my luve, all the words have positive meanings, the poet has positive 
feelings as a result of the excitement of the love and this is well-indicated by the selected words with high points. In 
the last line of this verse, in the phrase  the total score obtained by the words ten 
thousand is 95 and the score obtained by the word mile is 100. These scores indicate that no matter how far away the 
poet is from his lover, he will meet with his lover anyway, as the scores indicate meeting again, they concur with the 
meanings.  
    Table 4.1. Consonant distribution of the fourth verse of the poem  
 
 

 
Couplets  

The rate of 
fluent 
consonants 

The rate of V  
fluent 
consonants   

The rate of 
stressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of 
stressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The rate of 
unstressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of 
unstressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The first  56.26 % 18.75 % 0 % 6.25 % 12.5 % 6.25 % 
The second  30.76 % 30.76 % 0 % 7.69 % 23.07 % 7.69 % 
The third  57.14 % 21.42 % 0 % 21.42 % 0 % 0 % 
The fourth  26.66 % 13.33 % 13.33 % 6.66 % 20 % 20 % 

 
     In the first line of the last verse, the rate of fluent consonants is 56.26% and the rate of v fluent consonants is 
18.75%, the rate of stressed plosive consonants is 6.25%. The total rate of these three types of consonants is 81.26%. 
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The mean score of the line is 76.9, in compliance with the rate of the consonants. In the second line, the rate of 
fluent consonants dropped to 30.76%. The rate of v fluent consonants is 30.76%. The rate of stressed plosive 
consonants is 7.69%. The total rate of them is 69.21%. The mean score of the line is 63.42. When we compare the 
total rate of fluent and stressed consonants with the mean score of the line, we can see that the scores have become 
higly lower. In the third line, there is no unstressed consonant. The rate of both v fluent consonants and stressed 
plosive consonants is 21.42%. The total rate of them is 42.84%. The rate of fluent consonants is 57.14%. The mean 
score of the line where there is no unstressed consonants is 88.33. If the rate of stressed consonants were lower, the 
score would be closer to 100. Yet, stressed consonants are important to reflect the positive excitement in a poem. 
Unlike the third line, in the fourth line, the rate of the fluent consonants considerably dropped. The rate of fluent 
consonants dropped to 26.66%, and it is fallowed by the rate of v fluent consonants and stressed fricative consonants 
with 13.33% for each. The rate of stressed plosive is 6.66%. In this line, the rate of unstressed consonants is 40%. 
The mean score of this line whose total rate of fluent and stressed consonants is 60% dropped to 51.82, and this is 
not a coincidence.  
  
 2.2. Phonetics-  

First part of the poem  

Little lamb, who made thee? 
Dost thou know who made thee? 
Gave thee life, and bid thee feed 

 
Gave thee clothing of delight, 
Softest clothing, woolly, bright; 
Gave thee such a tender voice, 
Making all the vales rejoice? 
Little lamb, who made thee? 
Dost thou know who made thee? 

Table 5. Score values for the first part of the poem 
 

L     t    t      l        l     m     b       w  h      m   d      t  h   
25 2.5  2.5  25    33.3 33.3 20      60  5      50  30    5 7.5  
         55                      86.6                65           80       12.5                        299.1/5=59.82 
D  s   t        t  h        k   n   w       w  h       m  d       t  h 
20 5 3.3     5 7.5     2.5 25 45        60 5       50 30     5  7.5 
    28.3        12.5           72.5             65           80        12.5                        270.8/6=45.13 
G   v           t  h          l   f         n   d      b   d      t   h       f    d 
 30 45         5 7.5      50 7.5      50 30    30 30     5  7.5    7.5  30  
    75            12.5         57.5          80          60        12.5        37.5                 335/7=47.85 
B   y            t  h         s    t     r    m       n  d      r     t  h      m  d   
30 50          5 7.5      3.8 2.5  25 25      50 30  100    5 7.5   50  30 
   80              12.5               56.3               80     100    12.5       80             421.3/7=60.18 
G  v             t  h         c     l      t      h    n      g      f     d   l   g    h  t 
30 45           5  7.5     10 16.7  1.7  2.5 16.7  10     15   12 20 12  3  2 
   75               12.5                    57.6                         15           49               209.1/5=41.82 
S  f  t  s  t       c       l     t     h     n       g    w   l     l    y  b  r   g   h t 
3  3 2  3 2      10  16.7 1.7  2.5  16.7  10    36  20 20 20  12 20 12 3 2 
       13                          57.6                                   96                  49            215.6/4=53.9   
G  v      t  h         s  c    h      t     n    d   r     v   c   
30 45    5 7.5      5  20  5     2.5  25  15 25   45  30 
    75      12.5           30                   67.5            75                                             260/5=52 
M   k   n    g        l    l       t  h       v    l    s     r       j       c  
25 2.5  25  15     50 50    5  7.5    30 33.3  5    33.3 23.3  20 
           67.5            100     12.5            68.3              76.6                           324.9/5=64.98 
L     t    t      l        l     m     b      w  h      m   d      t  h   
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25 2.5  2.5  25    33.3 33.3 20      60  5      50  30    5 7.5  
         55                      86.6                65           80       12.5                        299.1/5=59.82 
D  s   t        t  h        k   n   w        w  h       m  d       t  h 
20 5 3.3     5 7.5     2.5 25 45        60 5       50 30     5  7.5 
    28.3        12.5           72.5             65           80        12.5                        270.8/6=45.13 
                                                                             General average: 530.63/10=53.063 

 
 

 lamb gets 86.6 and the verb made gets 80 points. The 
adjective little gets 55 and the question word who gets 65 and these scores taken by these words comply with the meaning. As 

creator to whom the la
know  72.5, who 65 and made 80. When the meaning conveyed by the line 

is considered, it is seen that 
gave is 75, life is 57.5, and is 80, bid is 60, and feed is 37.5. Here, it is seen 

that the words having the stress on themselves have higher scores.  In the fourth line, the scores for the words except for the are 
high. In line with this, the mean score of the line is high. In the fifth line, the score of the word gave is 75, clothing is 57.6 and 
delight is 49.  

 woolly, 
wolly gets 96, bright gets 49, clothing gets 57.6. The scores of the adjectives used to describe the lamb such as 

bright, wolly Gave thee such a 
gave 75, tender 67.5, voice 75. In the eighth line except for the 

word the, all the words have high scores and this is in compliance with the meaning. Here the meaning focuses 
making all the vales rejoice, that is, the narration focuses on the word all. In line with the emphasis put on the word, the word all 
has 100. The emphasis put in the first and second lines on who created and gave birth to the lamb is repeated in the ninth and 
tenth lines. This repetition strengthens the emphasis on meaning. This poem including pastoral approaches and a religious-
philosophical discussion draws attention to the creator through the love for the lamb.  
 

Table 5.1. Consonant distribution of the first line of the poem 
 
 

 
Couplets  

The rate of 
fluent 
consonants 

The Rate of 
V fluent 
consonants  

The rate of 
stressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of 
stressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The rate of 
unstressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of 
unstressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The first  35.71 % 14.28 % 0 % 14.28 % 14.28 % 21.42 % 
The second  12.5 % 25 % 0 % 12.5 % 25 % 25 % 
The third  14.28 % 7.14 % 0 % 35.71 % 28.57 % 14.28 % 
The fourth  40 % 0 % 0 % 20 % 20 % 20 % 
The fifth 18.75 %  6.25 % 0 % 31.25 % 25 % 18.75 % 
The sixth 28.57 % 9.52 % 0 % 19.04 % 23.80 % 19.04 % 
The 
seventh 

15.38 % 15.38 % 0 % 30.76 % 23.07 % 15.38 % 

The eight 42.85 % 7.14 % 7.14 % 14.28 % 14.28 % 14.28 % 
The nineth 35.71 % 14.28 % 0 % 14.28 %  14.28 % 21.42 % 
The tenth 12.5 % 25 % 0 % 12.5 % 25 % 25 % 

 
 
In the first line of the poem, the rate of fluent consonants is 35.71%, the rate of v fluent consonants is 14.28%, and the rate of 
stressed plosive consonants is 14.28%. The total rate of fluent and plosive consonants is 64.27% and the mean score of the line is 
59.82, so they are parallel to each other. In the second line, the total rate of fluent and v fluent and stressed plosive consonants is 
50%. The mean score of the line having equal rates of stressed and unstressed consonants is 45.13. In the third line, the total rate 
of fluent and stressed consonants is 57.13%. The mean score of the line is 47.85. In the fourth line, the total rate of fluent and 
plosive consonants is 60% and the mean score of the line is 60.18. The rate of fluent consonant is 60.18% which is higher than 
those of the other lines in the poem and this is not a coincidence. In the fifth line, the total rate of fluent and plosive consonants is 
56.25% and the rate of unstressed consonants is 43.75%. In the line, depending on the increase seen in the rate of unstressed 
consonants, the mean score drops to 41.82%. In the sixth line, the total rate of fluent and stressed is 57.13%. The mean score of 
the line is 53.9. Here, the total rate of the unstressed consonants is 42.84%. With the increasing rate of the unstressed consonants, 
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the mean score of the line drops. In the seventh line, the mean score is 52 and the total rate of fluent and stressed plosive  
consonants is 61.52%. In the eighth line, the rate of fluent consonants is 71.41% and the mean score of the line increases parallel 
to this rate. This line has the highest mean score in the first part of the poem with 64.98. Ninth and tenth lines are the repetitions 
of first and second lines.   
 
Second part of the poem: 

thee, 
 

He is called by thy name, 
For He calls Himself a Lamb. 
He is meek, and He is mild; 
He became a little child. 
I a child, and thou a lamb, 
We are called by His name. 
Little lamb, God bless thee! 
Little lamb, God bless thee! 

Table 6. Score values for the second part of the poem 
 

L     t    t      l       l     m     b        l    l         t       l       l      t  h 
25 2.5  2.5  25    33.3 33.3 20      50 50      3.3 33.3 33.3    5  7.5  
         55                      86.6                100                69.9         12.5                 324/5=64.8 
L     t    t      l       l     m     b        l    l          t       l       l      t  h 
25 2.5  2.5  25    33.3 33.3 20      50  50      3.3 33.3 33.3    5  7.5      
         55                      86.6               100                69.9         12.5                  324/5=64.8                
H    s        c    l    l   d       b  y      t  h        n  m   
15   15     15  25 25 15     30 50    5  7.5    50 50 
15   15             80                80         12.5      100                                       302.5/6=50.41 
F     r        h      c    l     l    s      h  m  s   l    f      l        m    b 
7.5  50     15   15  25  25  3.8    3   20 3  20 3     33.3  33.3 20 
   57.5      15          68.8                     49                        86.6                      276.9/5=55.38 
H     s     m  k     n   d    h    s     m     l     d 
15  15     50 5     50 30  15  15   33.3 33.3 20 
15  15       55         80    15   15          86.6                                                 281.6/7=40.22 
H      b    c    m      l    t     t     l        c   h     l    d 
15    20  20  33.3    25 2.5 2.5 25     15  3.8 25  15 
15           73.3                   55                      58.8                                         217.1/4=54.27 
C    h     l     d        n  d      t  h         l      m     b   
15  3.8  25  15      50 30    5 7.5    33.3  33.3 20 
        58.8                  80       12.5               86.6                                          237.9/4=59.47 
W     r        c     l     l   d     b   y        h   s        n   m 
90    100    15  25 25 15     30 50     7.5  7.5    50 50 
90    100             80                 80          15           100                                     465/6=77.5 
L     t    t      l      l     m     b         g   d        b   l    s    s        t  h   
25 2.5  2.5  25    33.3 33.3 20       30 30      15 25 3.8 3.8     5 7.5 
         55                      86.6                 60               47.6              12.5         261.7/5=52.34 
L     t    t      l       l     m     b        g   d        b   l    s    s       t  h   
25 2.5  2.5  25    33.3 33.3 20      30 30      15 25 3.8 3.8     5 7.5  
         55                      86.6                60               47.6              12.5          261.7/5=52.34 
                                                                              General average: 571.53/10=57.153 
                                                    General average of the poem  : 110.216/2= 55.108 
 

 
 
In the second part of the poem, the words little and lamb 
first line is analyzed, it is found that the word will gets 100, tell gets 69.9 and thee gets 12.5 points. In the second line, the poet 
repeats the same sentence from the first line 
name gets 100, called gets 80 and by gets 80 points. The fourth line is connected with the meaning conveyed in the third line and 
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here the word calls gets 68.8, himself gets 49 and they are the words having the highest scores. In these two lines, a little child 
seems to be likened to the lamb. The scores obtained by the words expressing state in this line where a child is likened to a  lamb 
are high and this indicates phonetics-semantics correlation. In the fifth line, the meaning mainly focus on the words meek and 
mild.  Here the score of meek is 55, mild is 86.6 and the connector and is 80 and this shows that sound values increase for the 
words on which meaning focuses.  In the sixth line, the verb became gets 73.3, little gets 55 and child gets 58.88. The phonetic 

n the 
 lamb gets higher 

score than the word child, and this is highly meaningful when the whole meaning of the sentence is considered. It is highly 
common practice among people to liken their children and babies to a lamb. Hence, the word lamb having a higher score than the 
word child 
with a child. Here, the word we gets 90, are gets 100, called gets 80, by gets 80 and name gets 100. Here the phonetic scores of 

e 
god. Repetition of the same sentence in the next line is of importance to emphasize the meaning. In this line, little gets 55, lamb 
gets 86.6, God gets 60 and bless gets 47.6. Here, the phrase little lamb has the highest score because the phrase little lamb is the 
main pillar of the poem. In whole of the poem, it is remarkable that the poet resembles the child to the lamb. Moreover, in the 
poem, the creator and creation are emphasized and for this purpose, simple and thought-provoking answers are given to the 
intricate questions directed to the lamb.  
 
  Table 6.1. Constant distribution of the second part of the poem  

 
 
 

 
Couplets  

The rate of 
fluent 
consonants 

The rate of V 
fluent 
consonants  

The rate of 
stressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of 
stressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The rate of 
unstressed 
fricative 
consonants 

The rate of  
unstressed 
plosive 
consonants 

The first  57.14 % 0 % 0 % 7.14 % 7.14 % 28.57 % 
The second  57.14 % 0 % 0 % 7.14 % 7.14 % 28.57 % 
The third  46.15 % 0 % 0 % 23.07 % 23.07 % 7.69 % 
The fourth  46.66 % 0 % 0 % 13.33 % 40 % 0 % 
The fifth 36.36 % 0 % 0 % 18.18 % 36.36 % 9.09 % 
The sixth 33.33 % 0 % 0 % 33.33 % 16.66 % 16.66 % 
The 
seventh 

36.36 % 0 % 0 % 36.36 % 18.18 % 9.09 % 

The eight 46.15 % 15.38 % 0 % 23.07 % 15.38 % 0 % 
The ninth 33.33 % 0 %  0 % 26.66 % 20 % 20 % 
The tenth 33.33 % 0 % 0 % 26.66 % 20 % 20 % 

 
 
In the first and second lines of the second part of the poem, the rate of fluent consonants is 57.14% and the rate of stressed 
plosive consonants is 7.14%, so their total rate is 64.28%. The total mean score of these two lines is 64.8 which is in compl iance 
with the total rate of fluent and stressed plosive consonants. The mean score of the third line is 50.41 and the rate of fluent 
consonants is 46.15%. The rate of fluent consonants is lower in this line when compared to those of the first and second lines; 
accordingly, its mean score also declined. The total rate of fluent and stressed plosive consonants is 59.99% and the mean score 
of the line is 55.38. In the fifth line, the rate of fluent consonants drops to 36.36%, and the rate of stressed plosive consonants is 
18.18%. The sum of these two rates is 54.54% and the mean score of the line is 40.22. In this line parallel to decreasing rat e of 
fluent consonants, the mean score of the line also dropped. In the sixth line, the rate of fluent consonants drops to 33.33%, yet, 
the rate of stressed and unstressed plosive consonants becomes 49.99%. In the poem, in line with the increasing excitement 
resulting from increasing rate of plosives, the mean score of the line also increases to 54.27%. The rate of fluent consonants is 
this line is 36.36% and its mean score is 59.47 and the total rate of fluent and stressed plosive consonants is 72.72%. Higher 

where the 
rate of fluent consonants becomes 46.15%, the rate of v fluent consonants is 15.38% and the rate of stressed plosives is 23.07%. 
The total rate of these rates is 84.6% and in line with this increase, the mean score of the line also increases and becomes 77.5. In 
the ninth and tenth lines, the rate of fluent consonants drops to 33.33%, parallel to this, mean scores of the lines also decrease.  
     The mean score of the first part of the poem is 53.063, and the mean score of the second part of the poem is 57.153 and 
general mean score of the poem is 55.108. This poem including pastoral approaches and religious-philosophical discussions has 
lower mean score than the poems filled with emotions and excitement and this indicates that the emphasis in this poem is on 
thinking.  
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e 

70 and hence they can be considered 

scored them according to word-scoring table. When the general mean scores of the poems are examined, it is seen 

poem

t Erman gets 68.13, and 

Avni gets 70.4.  
     Theses analyses show that the mean scores of romantic poems are 70 or higher. This is because the human-
emotions-based excitement expressed for love finds reflection in theses poems. Intellectual poems on the other hand 
gets scores lower than 70, usually ranging from 50 to 60. This is because of the lack of excitement in such poems.  
 
Conclusion 
 
      The success of poems is mostly dependent on phonetics-
regard, when the results for the two poems ar

general mean score and the mean scores of the lines are higher. In lines where the rates of unstressed consonants 
increase, the means scores decrease. The poem by Robert Burns is a romantic poem; hence, this lyric poem has an 
epical atmosphere through some specific expressions. Lack of enough plosives in an epic poem and lack of enough 
fluent consonants in a lyric poem may distort the unity of phonetics-semantics-harmony. Each vowel and consonant 

Probably, poets do not have phonetic courses before or while writing their poems, this phonetic awareness is 
naturally possessed by most of poets. When poems get about 100 points, this shows that they are lyric poems, and 
when poems get about 50 points, this means that they are e
Burns analyzed here gets 64.23 points. As this is a poem of romance, the emotions are in the front hence this is a 
lyric poem. Yet, the rate of unstressed plosives is higher in this poem than a lyric poem, when the meaning analysis 
of the poem is carried out, it can be seen that as the poet wants to emphasize every risk can be taken for love, epic 

  

In the lines where epic expressions are dominant, the rate of fluent consonants is relatively low and the rate of 
unstressed consonants is relatively higher. The higher rate of stressed plosive and unstressed plosive consonants than 
stressed fricative and unstressed fricative consonants adds an epic atmosphere to the poem, the excitement of the 
poet is felt by readers.  
     
exciting way. It is a thought-provoking poem open to religious  philosophical discussions. The warmth in the phrase little lamb 
helps to create a sympathetic lyric expression but the only purpose of the poet is not to create a lyric expression. This poem 
believed to have been written to give a simple answer to an intricate question promotes people to think and when compared to the 

by 
108. This is because the poem by Blake is mostly in intellectual domain and accordingly sound values match 
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with the meaning. The writers of songs and poems should follow the works dealing with phonetics-semantics relationships. The 
sound values of the words to be used in romantic poems should be different from the sound values of the words to be used in epic 
poems. Lack of enough plosives in an epic poem and lack of enough fluent consonants in a lyric poem may distort the unity of 
phonetics-semantics-harmon  
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